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LHC Poses a Big Data Problem

• Proton beams collide at a frequency of 40 MHz 
• Each collision produces O(103) particles 
• Detectors have O(108) sensors 

=>  Extreme data rates of O(100 TB/s) !
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02.12.2019

 LHC Event Processing
Multiple filtering stages to reduce data rates to manageable levels 

• L1 trigger absorbs O(100 TB/s) 
• About 99% of events is rejected ( needs high purity trigger ) 
• Trigger decision to be made in O(μs)

Javier Duarte I hls4ml 6

CMS Trigger
High-Level 
TriggerL1 Trigger

1 kHz 
1 MB/evt

40 MHz

100 kHz

• Level-1 Trigger (hardware)


• 99.75% rejected


• decision in ~4 μs 

• High-Level Trigger (software)


• 99% rejected


• decision in ~100s ms

• After trigger, 99.99975% of events are gone forever

Offline

100 ms 1 s1 ns 1 μs

40 MHz 100 KHz 1 KHz 
1 MB/event
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=> Latencies imposes an all FPGA design for L1 !



02.12.2019

HL-LHC

• instantaneous luminosity x5—7 
• particles per collision x5 
• more granular detectors with x10 channels 
• more data x15

2026

LHC TODAY HL-LHC

Upgraded High-Luminosity LHC will pose major challenges 
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=> Event rates & datasets will increase to unprecedented levels !



HL-LHC —> x5

Jet ID at the L1 trigger

• Feed a DNN with L1 jets constituents and train it as classifier 
• While training might take long time, inference is very fast 

Jet ID Deep Neural network 
(DNN)

Proposal: recast L1 trigger problem into a ML problem !
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Challenge: Need to implement the DNN in a FPGA to conform with L1 !



HL-LHC —> x5

Neural Network Models

MLP InteractionNetworkGraphConv

• Most expressive GNN 
• Use fully connected 

graph ( small # const. )

• Convolution applied 
to graphs  

• Dense layer for ID 

• Dense layers (fully 
connected neurons) 

• Used as std. candle

L1 provides unordered jet constituents  

• Suggests to use Graph NN as jet classifier 
• constituents (nodes) features (Pt,η,φ) 
• L1 provides fixed #constituents                  

=> fixed graph size
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GraphConv & Interaction Network   
Jet ID Performance

7
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GraphConv GraphConv

InteractionNetwork InteractionNetwork

GNNs performance are similar, but GraphConv 
uses less resources and is faster



MLP Jet ID Performance
MLP has the similar performance as GNNs and 
it’s almost insensitive to Pt order of constituents 

Pt ordered input Pt ordered input

Shuffled input Shuffled input
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QKeras : Quantization Aware Training

• Simple replacement of Keras layers
• Heterogenous quantization            

(per layer, per parameter )
• Quantizes weights, bias & activations 

in forward pass
• Uses full precision (FP32) in back-

propagation 

QKeras is a library for quantization aware training (QAT) of Keras 
models, allowing the study of the quantisation impact on neural 
networks 
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are explained in the following sections.

IV. QKERAS: A NOVEL FRAMEWORK FOR
OBTAINING OPTIMAL HETEROGENEOUS

QUANTIZATION

Keras [32] is a high-level API designed for building and
training deep learning models. It is used for fast prototyp-
ing, advanced research, and production. To simplify the
procedure of quantizing Keras models, we introduce QK-
eras [40]: A quantization extension to Keras that provides
a drop-in replacement for layers performing arithmetic
operations. This allows for e�cient training of quantized
versions of Keras models.

QKeras is designed using Keras’ design principle, i.e.
being user-friendly, modular, extensible, and minimally
intrusive to Keras native functionality. The code is based
on the work of Refs. [18, 22], but provides a significant
extension to these. This includes providing a richer set
of layers (for instance including ternary and stochastic
ternary quantization), extending the functionality by pro-
viding functions to aid the estimation of model area and
energy consumption, allowing for simple conversion be-
tween non-quantized and quantized networks, and pro-
viding a method for performing automatic quantization.
Importantly, the library is written in such a way that
all the QKeras layers maintain a true drop-in replace-
ment for Keras ones so that minimal code changes are
necessary, greatly simplifying the quantization process.
During quantization, QKeras uses the straight-through
estimator (STE) [19], where the forward pass applies the
quantization functions, but the backward pass assumes
the quantization as the identity function to make the
gradient di↵erentiable.
For the model in Listing 1, creating a deep quantized

version requires just a few code changes. An example
conversion is shown in Listing. 2. The necessary code
modifications consist of typing Q in front of the orig-
inal Keras data manipulation layer name and specify-
ing the quantization type, i.e. the kernel quantizer

and bias quantizer parameters in a QDense layer. We
change only data manipulation layers that perform some
form of computation that may change the data input type
and create variables (trainable or not). Data transport
layers, namely layers performing some form of change of
data ordering, without modifying the data itself, remain
the same, e.g. Flatten. When quantizers are not speci-
fied, no quantization is applied to the layer and it behaves
as the un-quantized Keras layer2.

2
The only exception is the QBatchNormalization layer. Here, when

no quantizers are specified, a power-of-2 quantizer is used for �, �
and �, while µ remains unquantized. This has worked best when

attempting to implement quantization e�ciently in hardware and

software (� and � become shift registers and � maintains the

dynamic range aspect of the center parameter).

Listing 2. Quantized QKeras model example.

from tensorflow.keras. layers import Input, Activation
from qkeras import quantized bits
from qkeras import QDense, QActivation
from qkeras import QBatchNormalization

x = Input((16))
x = QDense(64,

kernel quantizer = quantized bits(6,0,alpha=1),
bias quantizer = quantized bits(6,0,alpha=1))(x)

x = QBatchNormalization()(x)
x = QActivation(’quantized relu(6,0)’)(x)
x = QDense(32,

kernel quantizer = quantized bits(6,0,alpha=1),
bias quantizer = quantized bits(6,0,alpha=1))(x)

x = QBatchNormalization()(x)
x = QActivation(’quantized relu(6,0)’)(x)
x = QDense(32,

kernel quantizer = quantized bits(6,0,alpha=1),
bias quantizer = quantized bits(6,0,alpha=1))(x)

x = QBatchNormalization()(x)
x = QActivation(’quantized relu(6,0)’)(x)
x = QDense(5,

kernel quantizer = quantized bits(6,0,alpha=1),
bias quantizer = quantized bits(6,0,alpha=1))(x)

x = Activation(’softmax’)(x)

The second code change is to pass appropriate quantiz-
ers, e.g. quantized bits. In the example above, QKeras
is instructed to quantize the kernel and bias to a bit-width
of 6 and 0 integer bits. The parameter alpha can be used
to change the absolute scale of the weights while keeping
narrow bit width operations. QKeras works by tagging
all variables, weights and biases created by Keras as well
as the output of arithmetic layers, by quantized functions.
Quantized functions are specified directly as layer param-
eters and then passed to QActivation, which acts as a
merged quantization and activation function.

Quantizers and activation layers are treated interchange-
ably in QKeras. To minimize code changes, the quan-
tizers’ parameters have carefully crafted and predefined
defaults or are computed internally for optimal setup. The
quantized bits quantizer used above performs mantissa
quantization:

2int�b+1
clip(round(x ⇤ 2b�int�1),�2b�1, 2b�1

� 1),

where x is the input, b specifies the number of bits for
the quantization, and int specifies how many bits of bits
are to the left of the decimal point.
The quantizer used for the activation functions in

Listing. 2, quantized relu, is a quantized version of
ReLU [41].

Through simple code changes like those above, a large
variety of quantized models can be created. The full list
of quantizers and layers is given in Appendix B 1.

We use QKeras to create a range of deep homogeneously
quantized models, trained quantization-aware and based

https://github.com/google/qkeras
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GraphConv Quantization Aware Training
Jet ID perfomance using quantization ( 8,6,4 bits )  

of Conv and Dense  layers and Relu activations 
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No Quantization quantized_bits(8,0,alpha=1.0)

quantized_relu(8,0)

quantized_bits(6,0,alpha=1.0)

quantized_relu(6,0)

quantized_bits(4,0,alpha=1.0)

quantized_relu(4,0)



MLP Quantization Aware Training

quantized_bits(6,0,alpha=1.0)

quantized_relu(6,0)

No Quantization

quantized_bits(8,0,alpha=1.0)


quantized_relu(8,0)

quantized_bits(4,0,alpha=1.0)

quantized_relu(4,0)

Jet ID perfomance using quantization ( 8,6,4 bits )  
of Dense layers and Relu activations 
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Jet ID performance: FPR@0.8TPR

Jet tagging performance FPR@0.8TPR of different models, 
 for ( no quantization ) X ( 8 bits quantization ) scenarios 
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quantized_bits(8,0,alpha=1.0)

quantized_relu(8,0)No Quantization



Jet ID performance: FPR@0.5TPR

Jet tagging performance FPR@0.5TPR of different models, 
 for ( no quantization ) X ( 8 bits quantization ) scenarios 

No Quantization quantized_bits(8,0,alpha=1.0)

quantized_relu(8,0)
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Jet ID performance FPR@0.3TPR

Jet tagging performance FPR@0.3TPR of different models, 
 for ( no quantization ) X ( 8 bits quantization ) scenarios 

No Quantization
quantized_bits(8,0,alpha=1.0)


quantized_relu(8,0)
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HL-LHC —> x5

HLS4ML

TensorFlow Keras 
model

Accuracy 
requirement

 AutoQKeras 
optimization

QKeras 
quantizers

QTools 
estimates

Quantization 
configuration

 hls4ml 
Fixed-point 
translation 

Parallelisation 
Firmware 
generation

KTuner 
API

QKeras 
model

HLS project

Resource 
constraints

HLS4ML is a Python package for machine learning inference 
in FPGAs. It creates a firmware implementation of the machine 
learning model (Ex:QKeras) allowing fast development and 
optimization

https://github.com/fastmachinelearning/hls4ml
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HL-LHC —> x5

HLS4ML: GraphConv Synthesis

FPGA ( Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale 9+ ) resource usage and 
latency for quantisation scenarios: 8,6,4 bits 

# Bits DSP LUT FF BRAM Latency

8 43 
 (0.6%)

80977 
(6.8%)

11987 
(0.5%)

1.5 
(0.07%)

85.0ns 
ii:13

6 14 
(0.2%)

39262 
(3.3%)

9035 
(0.4%)

1.5 
(0.07%)

95.0ns 
ii:15

4 7 
(0.1%)

19332 
(1.6%)

5555 
(0.2%)

1.5 
(0.07%)

95.0ns 
ii:15
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HL-LHC —> x5

HLS4ML: MLP Synthesis

FPGA ( Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale 9+ ) resource usage and 
latencyfor quantisation scenarios: 8,6,4 bits 

# Bits DSP LUT FF BRAM Latency

8 300  
(4.4%)

71917 
(6.1%)

10555 
(0.4%)

1.5 
(0.07%)

40.0ns 
ii:1

6 50 
(0.7%)

44290 
(3.7%)

7768 
(0.3%)

1.5 
(0.07%)

40.0ns 
ii:1

4 21 
(0.3%)

24807 
(2.1%)

4888 
(0.2%)

1.5 
(0.07%)

40.0ns 
ii:1
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HL-LHC —> x5

Summary

Current HEP paradigm is not sustainable for future requirements. 
We present a solution for a Jet ID L1 trigger at HL-LHC : 

• ML+FPGA approach ( performant, parallelizable, industry support ) 
• Accessible to non HDL experts (QKeras , HLS4ML) 
• DNN models (MLP, GraphConv & InteractionNetwork) have similar 

perfomance 
• MLP is insensitive to constituent Pt order ( important at L1 )   
• HLS4ML shows models latency well within L1 trigger constrains 
• FPGA resource usage compatible with Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale 9+ specs 
• Choice between models (MLP vs GraphConv) might depend on FPGA 

being latency or DSP limited
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